CLINICAL STANDARDS GROUP
Lisa Parker, Dir.
Adam Richards, Dep. Dir.

DIV OF INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY STANDARDS
Ronisha Blackstone, Dir.

DIV OF NON-INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY STANDARDS
Lauren Oviatt, Dir.*)
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES
OPERATIONS
OFFICE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

NEW TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY STAFF
Vacant, Dir.
Vacant, Dep. Dir.

APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT GROUP
Lee Ann Crochunis, Dir.
Anil Chillakura, Dep. Dir.

ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS GROUP
Cathy Carter, Dir.
Venkat Basavaraju, Dep. Dir.

INFRASTRUCTURE & USER SERVICES GROUP
Mark Oh, Dir.
Fatima Millar, Dep. Dir.

IT CAPITAL PLANNING GROUP
Cora Tracy, Dir.
Scott Shippy, Dep. Dir.

INFORMATION SECURITY & PRIVACY GROUP
Robert Wood, Dir.
Frank Domizio, Dep. Dir.

BUSINESS OPERATIONS GROUP
Wendy Wells, Dir
Gabriel Veneziano, Dep. Dir.

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE & DATA GROUP
Mark Hagle, Dir.
Nydia Peel, Dep. Dir.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES
CENTER FOR MEDICAID AND CHIP SERVICES

MEDICAID & CHIP OPERATIONS GROUP
Courtney Miller, Dir.
Jackie Glaze, Dep. Dir.
Barbara Richards, Dep. Dir.

DIV OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
James Scott, Dir.
Ruth Hughes, Dep. Dir.

STATE OPERATIONS BR NORTH
Sophia Hinojosa
Br Mgr

STATE OPERATIONS BR SOUTH
Falecia Smith *
Br Mgr

STATE OPERATIONS BR EAST
Nicole MoKnight
Br Mgr

STATE OPERATIONS BR WEST
Billy Bob Farrell
Br Mgr

DIV OF MANAGED CARE OPERATIONS
Bill Brooks, Dir.
Shantrina Roberts, Dep. Dir.

EAST BR
Sabrina Tillman-Boyd
Br Mgr

MIDWEST BR
Maria Chickering
Br Mgr

WEST BR
Lynn Dei Vecchio
Br Mgr

DIV OF HCBS OPERATIONS & OVERSIGHT
George Failla, Dir.
Wendy Hill Petras, Dep. Dir.

HCBS OPERATIONS EAST BR
Cynthia Nanes
Br Mgr

HCBS OPERATIONS WEST BR
Dominique Mathurin
Br Mgr
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES
CENTER FOR MEDICARE AND MEDICAID INNOVATION

BUSINESS SERVICES GROUP
Ashley Corbin, Dir.
Todd Couts, Dep. Dir.

DIV OF BUDGET & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Ronald Topper, Jr., Dir.

DIV OF CENTRAL CONTRACTS SERVICES
Barbara Rufo, Dir.

DIV OF APPLICATIONS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Bobbie Knickman, Dir.
Philip Tennant, Dep Dir.*

DIV OF IT OPERATIONS & SECURITY
Donna Schmidt, Dir.
Bill Morrison, Dep. Dir.*

DIV OF PROGRAM & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Tina Darden, Dir.*